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WEBSITE 

 
For the latest version of this Manual and for more information, please visit the MDAST 
website:  

http://sites.duke.edu/mdast/ 
 

Screenshot of the MDAST Project website homepage 

  
 
The MDAST Project Website has the MDAST model file available for download, as well as the most updated version 
of the User Manual for download or to view online. 
 
On the website, you will find the following sections containing more information about the project: 

 Home: An introduction to the project, a site map containing descriptions of the rest of the website, and 
any announcements. 

 Model Download: The latest version of the MDAST model for download, the example model files, link to 
the free Analytica® player on the Lumina Decision Systems website. 

 Manual: The latest version of the User Manual that can be browsed online, or downloaded in PDF format 

 Calendar: Dates of upcoming MDAST Project events 

  Discussion Forum Home: A forum containing discussion pages relating to different sections of the model 
and project. Users can post comments under each section and view existing discussions.  

 Publications: A list of publications from the MDAST project 

 References: A list of key academic papers that were used in the development of MDAST.   

 Photo Gallery: Photos from various project events 

 The Team: A list of the Institutional Partners, Steering Committee Members, Model Developers and 
Project Staff 

 Contact: Contact information for the project 
 

The link to download the MDAST model file is: http://sites.duke.edu/mdast/model-download/ 

*The current model (MDASTv1.3beta_TZ_blank_01072015), available on the website, is pre-specified to rural 

Tanzania. It differs slightly from the original model. Depending on the model the user is employing, the results will 

vary. The user manual may differ from the model that is being used. 

http://sites.duke.edu/mdast/
http://sites.duke.edu/mdast/model-download/
http://sites.duke.edu/mdast/files/2015/01/MDASTv1.3beta_TZ_blank_010720151.zip
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INTRODUCTION 

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE USER MANUAL 

The Malaria Decision Analysis Support Tool (MDAST) is aimed at increasing the capacity of in-country professionals 

to make evidence-based malaria control decisions.  MDAST jointly incorporates health, social and environmental 

priorities for malaria control into a decision-analysis framework. MDAST provides a platform for users to enter 

information about the state of malaria control in their community, to combine this information with current scientific 

knowledge about malaria, and to analyze the potential health, social, and environmental impacts of proposed 

malaria control policies.    

This manual explains how to use the tool.  The rest of the Introduction section explains the purpose of the tool and 

its audience. The Installation section explains how to get the software for the tool and check for updates. For users 

in a hurry, a QuickStart Guide explains the basic components of MDAST, how to use them, and goes through 2 simple 

examples. The Parameter Inputs section goes into greater depth on data that is inputted into the tool and how to 

improve accuracy of the tool in the user’s context. The Policy Decisions section discusses how MDAST results can be 

factored into malaria control decision and policy-making. The section on Results gives greater guidance on the 

interpretation of MDAST output, while the Examples section walks the user through a number of scenarios with the 

aim of demonstrating the capabilities and interpretation of the tool. Finally, the Future Features section gives a 

preview of functionalities that developers are working to add to future versions of the tool. The manual concludes 

by discussing the implementation of the tool and using it in cross-sector dialogues. 

BACKGROUND ON THE MDAST PROJECT  

PROJECT STRUCTURE, OBJECTIVES, AND OUTCOMES 

The MDAST is a product of a multi-year project funded by the UN Environment Programme and the World Health 

Organization titled, “Malaria Decision Analysis Support Tool (MDAST): Evaluating Health, Social and Environmental 

Impacts and Policy Tradeoffs”. The aim of the project is to promote evidence-based, multi-sectoral malaria control 

policy-making in Kenya, Tanzania, and Uganda, serving as a pilot for such a program in other malaria-prone countries. 

The project’s success is the product of strong partnerships among collaborators at the key project institutions: The 

Ministry of Health in Uganda, The Ministry of Health in Kenya, The National Institute of Medical Research in Tanzania, 

Duke University, and the University of Pretoria.  

The purpose of the project is to improve the protection of human health and the environment by promoting 

sustainable malaria control strategies that are consistent with the successful implementation of the Stockholm 

Convention on Persistent Organic Pollutants (POPs).  The project was developed in a collaborative manner with 

various stakeholders involved in POPs implementation and malaria control policy making and implementation, and 

responds to a need for capacity building for improved policy formulation. The project has established an inter-

disciplinary network of practitioners and policymakers, and is building research, monitoring, and analytical capacity 

to make more informed decisions about alternative approaches to malaria prevention and treatment. The project 

has drawn on the input of this inter-disciplinary network as well as the literature to develop the Malaria Decision 

Analysis Support Tool (MDAST), a comprehensive decision-analysis framework to aid users in assessing the full range 

of health, social, and environmental risks and benefits associated with alternative malaria control strategies. 

Through the development of MDAST and other activities, the project has also identified key knowledge gaps and 

contributed to the agenda for policy-relevant malaria research.  
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These outcomes have been pursued through a range of activities including stakeholder and expert consultations, 

conceptual modeling, policy dialogue workshops, training and information sharing, partnership building, incentives 

analysis, and identification of knowledge gaps and research priorities.  The project has worked to establish an inter-

disciplinary network of practitioners and policymakers, and build research, monitoring, and analytical capacity to 

make more informed decisions about alternative approaches to malaria prevention and treatment. The hope is that 

this project will serve as a prototype for improving malaria control decision-making in other countries, as well as 

improving complex public health decision-making more broadly. 

BACKGROUND ON THE TOOL  

PURPOSE AND CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 

Purpose 

The purpose of MDAST is to allow decision makers to explore the likely impacts of different malaria control strategies 

on health, environmental, and economic outcomes and to optimize health delivery across both disease management 

and vector control options. Because the impacts of different decisions are dependent on local context, parameters 

describing this context may be entered by the user. Such parameters include population size by age cohort, 

malariometric indicators, and the cost of various health delivery options, such as the costs of ITNs and RDT kits. 

Population data and malariometric indicators are stratified by three demographic cohorts (children under 5, 

pregnant women, and other adults). The age classification system is motivated by the common knowledge that the 

severe symptoms of the disease are more commonly associated with children and pregnant women. 

Conceptual Framework 

Malaria control decisions are informed by a number of different contextual factors, including the malaria context 

(e.g., prevalence of the disease), environmental conditions (e.g., rainfall), and social factors (e.g., acceptance of 

different malaria control methods). These decisions then affect both those same contextual factors (e.g., educational 

campaigns increase community acceptance) and, ultimately, a set of policy outputs. Figure 1 shows the MDAST user 

interface as well as the module for comparing policy combination alternatives to the current interventions. The 

MDAST allows decision-makers to examine the potential impacts of alternate malaria control policies (i.e., vector 

control and disease management strategies) on human health, environmental quality, and social costs relative to 

the current interventions.  In addition, the MDAST will allow policy makers to combine these outputs into an 

aggregate measure of policies’ net benefits, based on user-defined decision weights. 

A conceptual decision analysis framework provides a tool for systematically comparing alternative malaria control 

policy combinations. Figure 2 below shows the role of influence diagrams in relating the different modules of 

MDAST to one another. 

 Figure 2 below shows the role of influence diagrams in MDAST.  The tool works based on parameters from the 

published scientific literature, in combination with user-provided local knowledge on social and economic factors, 

ecological and environmental conditions (including insecticide resistance), malaria endemicity, drug resistance, and 

the current availability of different malaria prevention and control options in the community. MDAST uses all of 

these parameters to first conduct a historical malaria transmission simulation to better understand what likely 

happened with malaria transmission in the past (within a window of time specified by the user), and what could 

happen if current conditions were maintained (i.e. if policies were left as they currently are). MDAST then conducts 
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3 additional simulations based on hypothetical malaria control policies that the user is considering.  Finally, MDAST 

gathers together the simulated impacts of the baseline projection with those of the 3 potential alternative policies.  

The user can then compare baseline and alternative policies using a number of different metrics (e.g., cost or 

personnel requirements) and outcomes (e.g., predicted malaria morbidity and mortality by age group or insecticide 

exposure). Panel (a) of Figure 2 depicts this relationship between the historical simulation, the baseline projection, 

and the 3 policy alternatives.   

Each simulation – historical, baseline, and the 3 alternatives – uses a common set of “modules,” which are sub-

models depicting economic and biological aspects of malaria transmission and control.   Panel (b) in Fig. 2 shows the 

set of submodules used in these simulations.  Panel (c) shows the inside of the submodule relating to vector ecology 

which includes a number of additional submodules relating to vector emergence, death, biting behavior, and 

insecticide resistance. Panel (d) shows the details of the submodule depicting vector emergence (i.e. the number of 

mosquito vectors emerging over time). 

  Figure 1: The MDAST User Interface and Policy Alternatives Module 
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FIGURE 2: MATHEMATICAL MODEL INFLUENCE DIAGRAMS IN MDAST. 
(a) Influence diagram of how historical conditions, baseline projection, 

and alternative projections relate to one another and influence the 
results and the comparison of alternatives. 

 

 

(b) An influence diagram for one of the alternatives. 
 
 

 

 
(c) Inside the vector ecology module. 

 

(d) Inside the vector emergence model. 
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The decision analysis framework allows analysis of alternatives for implementing technologies, as well as of different 

mechanisms for delivering the technology to the target population. The decision analysis framework can promote 

an integrated approach to malaria management by drawing attention to a wide range of malaria control options and 

allowing policymakers to explore the impacts of varying combinations of control strategies on both the disease 

management and vector control sides. 

Based upon the parameters determined from the literature and experts in the field, the model offers a variety of 

options for disease management and vector control to the decision maker, in addition to inputs for baseline data.  

The MDAST model calculates the outcomes of the health delivery strategy by combining parameters describing the 

malaria context with the health delivery decisions to generate estimates of the economic impacts, human health 

impacts, and environmental impacts. 

DEVELOPMENT PROCESS AND FUTURE OF THE TOOL 

MDAST has evolved through a scheduled development plan that has incorporated consultations with a wide array 

of stakeholders through multiple mechanisms in order to ensure that the tool is tailored to the needs of its 

anticipated end users. The partnering institutions on the project have collaborated closely on the framework, 

structure, and operations of the tool through its many stages of development. The tool is also a product of a rigorous 

review of the literature on malaria control to elicit accurate parameters in the model. The development of MDAST 

has been an iterative process, and its functionalities will continue to evolve in the future. Moreover, the future 

development of MDAST will be rooted in the same consultative process of engagement with key stakeholders that 

it has drawn upon to-date.  Towards that end, the project invites and encourages feedback on the tool from its users.  

The project has solicited user feedback in a variety of ways, including workshops, surveys, and encouraging 

comments on the tool through an MDAST website that will serve as a community for MDAST users.

INSTALLATION 

Using MDAST requires a computer with: 

□ A Windows XP/Vista/7/8 operating system installed. 1 

□ Preferably at least 2 GB of memory 

□ A 2 GHz processor 

□ 100 MB of available hard drive space  

MDAST was developed in a modeling software package called Analytica®, which is published by Lumina Decision 

Systems.   

Installation of MDAST consists of the following steps and links can be found in the Model Download section of the 

MDAST website (http://sites.duke.edu/mdast/model-download/): 

1.) Install the Analytica Free Player by following instructions at the following website:  

http://www.lumina.com/products/analytica-editions/free-player/ 

 

 

                                                                 
1 Note: Changing text magnification in Windows Vista/7/8 can distort the interface and appearance of MDAST. 

http://sites.duke.edu/mdast/model-download/
http://www.lumina.com/products/analytica-editions/free-player/
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Figure 3: Installing the Analytica Free Player from the Lumina Decision Systems Website  
 

 

2.) Download the  MDASTv1.3beta_TZ_blank_01072015 file to a location on your computer’s hard disk by 

clicking on the Latest MDAST Model link.  

 

Figure 4: Copying the MDASTv1.3beta_TZ_blank_01072015 File to Your Computer 

 

 
 

3.) Open the Analytica Free Player. 

 

 

 

http://sites.duke.edu/mdast/files/2015/01/MDASTv1.3beta_TZ_blank_010720151.zip
http://sites.duke.edu/mdast/files/2015/01/MDASTv1.3beta_TZ_blank_010720151.zip
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4.) In the Player, go to the File > Open, and navigate to the MDASTv1.3beta_TZ_blank_01072015 file.  

Double-click on it. 

 

Figure 5: Opening the MDASTv1.3beta_TZ_blank_01072015 File in the Analytica Player 

 

 
 

5.) You should now see the MDAST front-end user interface:  

 

Figure 6: Welcome Screen: MDAST User Interface 

  

http://sites.duke.edu/mdast/files/2015/01/MDASTv1.3beta_TZ_blank_010720151.zip
http://sites.duke.edu/mdast/files/2015/01/MDASTv1.3beta_TZ_blank_010720151.zip
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QUICKSTART GUIDE 

THE INTERFACE 

The user interface for MDAST is organized according to 5 components or “modules” that are visible when users start 

up the tool.  Four of these modules—Control Portfolios, Parameters, Time Horizon, and Results—are intended for 

regular use by policymakers and program managers.  The other module—Mathematical Model —provides advanced 

users with details on the detailed mathematical formulas used by MDAST.  This Quickstart Guide focuses on the 4 

modules intended for regular users.  

By opening the different modules, the user will first enter various inputs into the tool (in the Control Portfolios, 

Parameters, and Time Horizon modules), and then proceed to requesting output from the tool (from the Results 

module).    Note that MDAST requires time to compute the results from any given set of inputs:  MDAST does these 

computations for each new set of inputs as soon as the user requests a given output.  If the inputs do not change, 

then the user can ask for additional outputs without further computational time.  However, if the user changes any 

of the inputs, then MDAST will re-compute the results.  Under normal conditions (e.g. time horizons of between 5 

and 15 years), a given computation should take less than three minutes on a standard personal desktop or laptop 

computer. 

For a quick description of the different inputs and outputs within MDAST, users can hold the mouse cursor over each 

input for a moment, at which point a text bubble will pop up with additional information about that variable (see 

Fig. 7 below). 

Figure 7: Accessing pop-up text bubbles describing the MDAST variables. 

 

TIME HORIZON 

The Time Horizon module provides users with control of the length of time (in years) over which the predicted 

impacts of different malaria control policies will be analyzed.  The time horizon can be changed by the user from the 

MDAST main menu by clicking on the box next to “Years” and entering a positive number.  The greater the time 

horizons that the user specifies, the more time it will take MDAST to compute the predicted impacts of the policy 

alternatives.  MDAST is intended for analyzing time periods of between a few years and several decades. 

CONTROL PORTFOLIOS 

The Control Portfolios module is where users specify the different policies whose predicted impacts are to be 

analyzed.  In MDAST a portfolio is defined as a package of malaria interventions.  MDAST is designed to allow the 
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simultaneous analysis of a Status Quo policy—which is the package of interventions that is currently being 

implemented—and 3 alternative policies.  Users access the Control Portfolios menu by double-clicking on that 

module, which opens the menu of interventions for each portfolio.    

Figure 8: MDAST User Interface and Policy Alternatives Module 

 

The quantitative properties of each intervention (e.g. percent of population covered, frequency of use) are set 

using drop-down menus and tables.  

PARAMETERS 

The Parameters module is where users describe the health, social, and environmental properties of the community 

for which they seek to develop an evidence-based malaria control policy.  MDAST currently includes 81 parameters 

that the user can change to better reflect attributes of the targeted community.  In case the user is lacking some of 

this information, many of these parameters have default values based on the peer-reviewed scientific literature.  

This module groups the parameters into 3 categories also called submodules:  

- Malaria Burden (10 parameters available for modification). 

- Population  (5 parameters) 

- Economics (33 parameters) 

Each of these submodules can be opened to access specific parameters that can be changed by the user.  Some of 

these parameters can be changed by simply entering a number directly, selecting a choice from a dropdown menu, 

or opening a table whose values can be entered in the cells. 

(a) Entering mean duration of ACT-treated malaria episode into a single cell 

Figure 9: Entering Data into a Single Cell  
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(b) Choosing the discount rate from a dropdown menu 
 
Figure 10: Making a Selection from a Dropdown Menu 
 

  
 

(c) Entering the population distribution directly.  Analytica will often abbreviate numbers entered by users via 

suffixes.  For instance,  when the user enters 171000 or 171*(10^3), Analytica will abreviate this as 171K.  

Other suffixes are:  1M = 106, 1G = 109, 1T = 1012, 1Q = 1015, 1m = 10-3, 1u = 10-6, 1n = 10-9, 1p = 10-12, 1f = 

10-15.  
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Figure 11: Proper Entry of Large Numerical Data

    

TWO EXAMPLES 

This section describes 2 examples of how MDAST can be used to consider alternative malaria control policies.  MDAST 

relies on users’ expertise about the intensity of malaria transmission in their community, and their knowledge of 

previous malaria interventions.  The “Parameters” module of MDAST allows users to input their expertise about local 

malaria transmission, and the “Current Interventions” submodule within the “Control Portfolios” module allows 

users to provide input on historical control policies that have been implemented.   

In both of these examples, we have assumed the user has entered information about their community’s 

demographics, malaria transmission, basic cost data for malaria interventions, and the history of interventions.  

Using an analytica file pre-loaded with baseline conditions that are used in these examples, the community examined 

in this case consists of 300 individuals, among which the mean parasite ratio (PR) is 0.30.  Parameters controlling 

human immunity in this community are calibrated to to represent a situation in which all of the malaria burden is 

concentrated in children under 5, with roughly 255 new symptomatic malaria cases per 1000 in children under 5 for 

every symptomatic infection per 1000 in older children and adults.  As we will see below, this calibration yields a 

Status Quo in which there are approximately 25 symptomatic malaria cases per month per 1,000 members of the 

population, of which a small percentage (10 cases per 1000 people per year)  are likely to be severe.  We assume 

that the only intervention previously in place was limited availability of SP, which managed to cover 30% of those 

with malaria symptoms.  There are also LLINs available for sale from retail distribution centers, but there are 

subsidies for these nets:  At current prices, total LLIN coverage in the population has stabilized at 35% (Fig. 12).  For 

an overview of how the parameters of the model affect the results, see PARAMETER INPUTS.  Later iterations of this 

manual will provide further details on how to calibrate the parameters in MDAST to reflect these indicators, given 

an assumed Status Quo policy. 
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Note that it is very important to make sure that the alternative policies are as comparable as possible to the 

Current Interventions. If the user does not ensure this, then they may be drawing inequal comparisons between 

the Current Interventions and proposed alternatives.  Therefore, it is best to start by setting the other three policy 

alternatives to match the Status Quo policy.  Here, for example, we make sure to specify that all other policy 

alternatives have 30% of symptomatic cases being treated with SP, as in the Current Interventions (Fig. 12, panel 

c). We then verify that all three policy alternatives match the Status Quo by observing the MDAST output to see 

that the predicted impacts coincide (Fig. 12, panel d).   

The file MDAST-ExamplesBaseline.ana contains the MDAST tool pre-loaded to match these baseline conditions.   

There are also two additional model files pre-loaded to match the following examples; we recommend users start 

with the baseline file and modify to try and match the output of the example files.  

Figure 12: Setting the Status Quo Policy.    In these examples, we assume that the baselne malaria control efforts 

are as follows:  

(a) 30% of presumptive malaria cases (those with malaria symptoms but without an RDT or microscopy) receive 

treatment with SP.  
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Figure 12, continued: Setting the Status Quo Policy. 

 (b) No government LLIN or IRS programs exist in the baseline, but  LLINs are assumed to be available from the retail 

sector at a cost of $6 per net (plus any travel costs to households of getting to retail centers). 
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Figure 12, continued: Setting the Status Quo Policy. 

  (c) Setting the policy alternatives to match the Current Interventions to have a clear baseline. 

 

(d) Observing MDAST output under the baseline policy 
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EXAMPLE 1: THE FREQUENCY OF INDOOR RESIDUAL SPRAYING 

In the first example, we analyze the predicted impact of 3 different policies for indoor residual spraying (IRS) of 

insecticides to kill and repel mosquitoes that transmit malaria.  The reader can follow along using the example model 

file MDAST-IRSpyrethroid.ana. More frequent IRS will usually lead to lower levels of malaria, but it will also lead to 

higher program costs and higher insecticide usage.  This example shows how MDAST can assist users in evaluating 

these tradeoffs. 

The three alternatives analyzed in this example consist of an IRS program using the insecticide bendiocarb.   Each 

round of IRS is assumed to cover 90% of households in the community.  Each of the policies differs according to 

number of rounds carried out in a given year:  Policy 1 consists of spraying once every two years, Policy 2 corresponds 

to one round per year, and Policy 3 assumes two round per year. 

 

Figure 13: Specifying Interventions 

 

After the user has specified the alternative policies, the predicted impacts can be computed and viewed.  The effects 

of more frequent IRS can be viewed in many different ways within the “Projected Malaria Burden” submodule.  A 

common measure of malaria burden is the monthly incidence of symptomatic malaria cases.  The predicted values 

for this indicator under each policy alternative over the time horizon can be viewed by clicking on the “Result” button 

to the right of “Monthly Incidence” (Fig. 14a.).   
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 Figure 14: Predicting the Health Impacts of Different Policy Alternatives 

(a) Selecting the outputs related to malaria burden 

 

(b)  Viewing the output.  Alternative 1 = Bendiocarb sprayed every 2 years, Alternative 2 = Bendiocarb sprayed 

every year, and Alternative 3 = Bendiocarb sprayed twice per year. Total human population ≈ 300. 
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MDAST’s output for the specified scenario is shown in panel (b) of Figure 14.  Three outputs are shown:  monthly 

incidence of all symptomatic cases (top part of panel b), the total number of severe cases in each year (bottom left), 

and the average number of malaria-attributable deaths per year under the status quo policy and each of the three 

alternatives.  Looking first at the incidence of all symptomatic cases, we see that all of the IRS strategies generally 

decreases malaria incidence, causing a steep initial drop in incidence at the beginning of the spray round after which 

malaria rebounds until the next round is launched.  In terms of severe cases and mortality, all three alternatives 

policy decrease malaria burden substantially in the first few years, but the most infrequent IRS policy – Policy 1 – 

results in a rapid rebound of malaria morbidity, and by Year 6 malaria resurges to levels above  the baseline.  This is 

because IRS applied too infrequently (in MDAST) causes short-lived reductions in transmission which disrupt people’s 

acquisition of malaria immunity through stable exposure, causing epidemic rebounds of malaria after the IRS wears 

off.  This means that, in some cases, infrequent IRS may do more harm than good.   

With more frequent applications of bendiocarb – one or more rounds per year – IRS sustains morbidity below 

baseline levels.   Sraying every two years results in a 8% reduction in malaria-attributable mortality, once per year 

results in a decrease in 22% reduction in mortality.  Spraying twice-per-year has the most dramatic effect, reducing 

mortalirt by 50% relative to the baseline.   

All alternatives decrease the number of malaria-attributable deaths over the 15-year time horizon, relative to the 

Current Interventions (no spraying), but obviously it requires more funding to spray more frequently.  How much 

more?  And how cost-effective is each of these alternatives in terms of malaria prevented per dollar spent? 

To answer these questions, users can access a number of different outputs computed by MDAST relating to the costs 

and cost-effectiveness of the various alternatives.  In Figure 15, Panel (a) shows where to find the outputs viewed in 

Panel (b):  Program costs over time, cost per death avoided, and cost per disability-adjusted lifeyear (DALY) saved.  

We see that the program costs are proportional to the frequency of spraying (note that the actual numbers are 

based on the user input regarding the cost per household per year of IRS, in this case assumed to be $13.80 USD 

using bendiocarb).  In terms of economic efficiency, we see that cost-effectiveness of IRS actually increases with 

greater spray frequency.  Cost-effectiveness measures, such as USD per death avoided or DALY saved, can be thought 

of as the “price” of saving one life or one DALY.   Because this price is decreasing, economists would say that this 

type of IRS program exhibits “ economies of scale,” i.e. the more frequently we spray bendiocarb, the lower the price 

for target given health gain (to a point).   

Finally, we can also look at some indicators of the environmental impact of chemical-based vector control.  Currently, 

such indicators in MDAST only include the tracking of how much chemical product is used in each intervention 

package.  Figure 16 shows where to access these indicators (Panel a) and the results for this example (Panel b): We 

see that the amount of Bendiocarb used across the policies are proportional to the frequency of spraying (note that 

this is based on an assumption that 0.25 kg of Bendiocarb is applied per square meter of surface area in a dwelling; 

this is based on WHO recommendations).   
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Figure 15: Program Costs and Cost-effectiveness 

(a) Selecting the cost outputs to view  

 

(b) Viewing the outputs related to program costs and cost-effectiveness 
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Figure 16: Tracking Insecticide Use over a Time-Horizon 

(a) Selecting the environmental indicators to view  

 

(b) Viewing the outputs 

 

EXAMPLE 2: RAPID DIAGNOSTIC TESTS AND ARTEMISININ COMBINATION THERAPIES 

This example considers the interventions of using artemsinin-based combination therapies (ACTs) and rapid 

diagnostic tests (RDTs).  ACTs are a class of drugs that hasten a malarial individual’s recovery from infection.  RDTs 

are a blood test that can aid in diagnosing whether or not a person has malaria.  These drugs are relatively expensive.  

Without any test results available, such as from RDTs or microscopy, ACTs are often prescribed to patients who have 

been presumptively diagnosed with malaria based on their symptoms (e.g. fever).  Therefore, RDTs can enhance the 

impact of a given ACT stockpile, by limiting the use of the drugs to confirmed malaria cases.  Of course, the use of 
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RDTs also incurs a cost.  This example shows how MDAST can be used to analyze these tradeoffs. Readers can follow 

along with the the MDASTv1.3beta_TZ_blank_01072015 model file. 

Setting the appropriate parameters 

The first step is to specify the parameters which will determine the impact of the intervention studied in this 

example.  The impact of RDT policies in MDAST depends on the incidence of diseases that produce symptoms similar 

to malaria (in particular, fever) and which would be presumptively diagnosed as malaria in the absence of an RDT.  

The diagnostic controls (RDTs and microscopy) are secondary malaria interventions in MDAST, insofar as they ensure 

that malaria drugs – in particiular ACTs – are only used on those potential malaria cases which test positive, either 

through the use of an RDT or microscopy.  

Therefore, the impact of these interventions depends on how many cases are masquerading as malaria when they 

are in fact caused by some other disease.  The user provides this information, by specifying a value for the parameter 

efficently titled “Yearly incidence of malaria-like symptoms which are not malaria,” under Parameters > Malaria 

Burden > Intervention Impacts.  

Figure 17: Specifying the parameters determining the impact of imprved diagnostics. This parameter can be 

found by going to “Parameters > Malaria Burden > Intervention Impacts.”  

 

Setting ACT and RDT coverage levels 

The next step is to set up the interventions for this example.   First, we will specify the coverage level of ACT drugs.  

This is the fraction of people who are sick with malaria who are being treated with ACTs, indexed by demographic 

group.  Because the benefits of improved diagnostic procedures in MDAST are only manifested through a better 

targeting of antimalarial drugs, ACT coverage is also indexed by the test status of individuals—whether they were 

tested and what the result of any test was.  In this example, we assume that 90% of presumptively diagnosed and 

100% of test-confirmed malaria cases are treated with ACTs.  We also assume that for whatever reason (e.g. health 

worker skepticism of RDTs) 10% of symptomatic patients who receive a negative RDT result are still treated.  For the 

Status Quo policy, we verify that no drugs are used, except for the original 30% of presumptive cases that are treated 

with SP.  (Note that if the total coverage with drugs, SP plus ACT, exceeds one for any group, then it is assumed that 

ACT is used first.  For example, if 0.3 SP and 0.9 ACT is specified for Untested, Children under 5, then it is assumed 

http://sites.duke.edu/mdast/files/2015/01/MDASTv1.3beta_TZ_blank_010720151.zip
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that 90% of presumptively diagnosed children under 5 are treated with ACT and the remaining 10% are treated with 

SP.)            

Figure 18: Setting Coverage Levels 

 

Each of the three policy alternatives in this example differ only according to the level of RDT coverage.  These levels 

specify what fraction of individuals with malaria symptoms are treated.  Policy 1 corresponds to a policy of not using 

any RDTs and hence prescribing ACTs entirely based on a presumptive diagnosis.  Policy 2 assumes that 50% of 

symptomatic individuals are tested with RDTs.  Policy 3 assumes that 100% of symptomatic cases are tested with 

RDTs.      

Malaria burden impacts of ACTs: Severe case incidence and DALYs 

Turning to the “Results” module, we first examine the predicted disease burden under the policy alternatives.     

Examining this measure, we see that the three ACT policies dramatically decrease the time people spend sick with 

malaria, relative to the Current Interventions.2  The incidence of severe malaria cases is reduced by approximately 

80% relative to the Current Interventions (Fig. 19). Note that there is, however, a small increase in malaria morbidity 

from Policy 1 (no RDT), to Policy 2 (50% presumptive cases tested with RDTs), and from Policy 2 to 3 (100% of cases 

tested with RDTs).  This is due to a small probability that an RDT will incorrectly indicate that a person does not have 

malaria (i.e. a false negative).   This parameter is defined based on the published scientific literature (it is currently 

set at 4.5%). This means that for a fixed level of ACT coverage, increasing RDT use can actually result in slightly more 

malaria morbidity and mortality.  But, as we find in the next section, RDTs (and microscopy) prevent the misuse of 

antimalarial drugs on nonmalaria fever cases.  This can save a significant amount of program resources, which can 

be directed to other malaria control efforts (e.g. vector control). 

 

 

                                                                 
2 Interestingly,  users may note that the use of ACTs translates into an increase in the incidence of uncomplicated malaria cases.  
A user may think this is an error in the tool, but it is a natural prediction from the scientific model on which MDAST is based:  
ACTs decrease the duration of an individual’s infection, returning them to the susceptible pool much more quickly than would 
otherwise be the case, allowing them to be re-infected sooner. This fact leads more antimalarial drug use to cause more 
uncomplicated cases to accrue over a given time interval.  This phenomenon is why it is best to look at severe case incidence (or 
the DALYs)—rather than incidence—when analyzing the population-level benefits of antimalarial drugs in MDAST. 
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Figure 19: Calculating Incidence and DALYs from Impacts 

 

Program costs and cost-effectiveness of RDTs in conjunction with ACTs 

Turning to the costs of these alternative programs (Fig. 20), we see that RDTs decrease overall annualized program 

costs from roughly $0.67 per person (Policy 1) to $0.54 per person with 50% RDT coverage (Policy 2), and to around 

$0.41 with 100% RDT coverage (Policy 3).  Because RDT coverage decreases overall program costs and leaves health 

outcomes approximately unchanged in this example, RDT use necessarily increases the cost-effectiveness of an ACT-

based malaria-control program. 
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Figure 20: Calculating Program Costs and Cost-effectiveness  

 

 

PARAMETER INPUTS 

MDAST is built with the objective of allowing the user flexibility in describing the malaria transmission environment 

within which they seek to implement effective control policy.  We refer to “calibration” as the process of choosing 

parameters which best reflect a given community, and a user’s given level of knowledge about malaria transmission.  

In order to perform evidence-based decision analysis with MDAST, this calibration should be performed before 

specifying the policy alternatives.   As explained, the above parameters in MDAST are organized according to the 

submodules of Malaria Burden, Population, and Economics.   

MALARIA BURDEN 

Malaria burden parameters are grouped according to the diagram to the right. The numbers in parentheses indicate 

the number of parameters contained in that submodule.  Parameters such as recruitment and lifespan of female 

Anopheles mosquitoes, are contained in the Vector Ecology submodule.  Parameters which control the effectiveness 

of various interventions (e.g. the reduction in vector recruitment from larviciding), are contained in Intervention 

Impact.  Parameters controlling some of the attributes of malaria infections (e.g. the duration of clinical illness, the 

infectivity of parasitemic individuals) are contained in Malaria Transmissibility Parameters.  Parameters controlling 

how much and how fast the population of mosquitoes can evolve resistance to the killing action of insecticides 

(either from IRS or insecticide-treated nets) are contained in Insecticide Resistance. 
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Figure 21:  Malaria Burden Parameters.  These can be found in two places, on main screen:  (I) Parameters > 

Malara Burden, and (II) on the main screen scrolling down, and then accessing Advanced Parameters and Technical 

Controls > Control Panel for Advanced Malaria Burden Parameters. 

 

Figure 22: Primary Parameters Affecting Primary Epidemiological Statistics in MDAST  

Epidemiological Statistics Controlling Parameters Location of Parameter in MDAST 

Parasite ratio 
Entomological Inoculation 

Rate 

Total Vector Recruitment 
 
Duration of subpatent 

infection 
Duration of untreated illness  

Parameters > Malaria Burden >Vector Ecology 
 
Parameters > Malaria Burden > Malaria 

Transmissibility 

Indoor vector abundance 
Vector relative preference 

for human 
bloodmeals 

Vector Composition Parameters > Malaria Burden > Vector Ecology 

Ratio of incidence in 
children under 5 v. 
adults 

Mean duration of acquired C 
immunity 

Mean duration of maternal C 
immunity 

Parameters > Malaria Immunity 

Because malaria transmission is complex, can vary substantially from one community to another, and is a major 

focus of MDAST, the Malaria Burden submodule is where the user will want to take care in calibration.  Calibration 

of these parameters (or a subset of them) consists of changing the parameters in the model, given a Status Quo set 

of interventions, in order to reproduce a set of known epidemiological statistics for the community of interest. The 

current version of MDAST requires the user to have knowledge of at least 3 primary epidemiological statistics for 

their community.  These statistics are: 

1. Either a measure of human exposure to malaria or malaria prevalence: 

a. The parasite ratio (PR), a measure of prevalence 
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b. The entomological inoculation rate (EIR), a measure of exposure. 

2. Composition of the mosquito population: The percentage of Anopheles mosquitoes in the community 

which are A. gambiae, A. funestus, and A. arabiensis. 

3. The ratio of malaria incidence (symptomatic cases per 1000 per month) in children under 5 relative to 

older children and adults. 

The primary parameters which can be used as “levers” to change these statistics in MDAST are described in Fig. 22 

for ease of reference. 

The two subsequent figures demonstrate this:  In the first of these figures, we can see how changing the vector 

recruitment level changes the PR and EIR. According to this figure, in order to calibrate MDAST so that the Status 

Quo parasite ratio is 0.24 the user should set Total Vector Recruitment to 300.  In the second of these 2 figures, we 

see how changing the mean duration of acquired immunity changes the ratio of childhood incidence to adult 

incidence.  In this example if we wanted to set this ratio equal to 1.4 (indicating a relatively endemic setting), then 

we would set the mean duration of acquired immunity to approximately 28.75 years. In the current version of 

MDAST, calibration must be done through the following trial-and-error process:3 

1.) Specify a set of Current interventions 

2.) Specify an initial set of parameters 

3.) Run the model and observe the output for the Current Interventions options.  (Detailed output for the 

Status Quo can be found under Policy Simulations > Current Interventions > Output.) 

4.) Compare the output to the epidemiological statistics for the community. 

5.) If the output and the statistics are close, stop. Otherwise, return to Step 2. 

Figure 23: Calibrating EIR and PR Using the Vector Recruitment Parameter 

 

 

 

 

                                                                 
3Future versions of MDAST will provide more automation and assistance for calibration. 
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Figure 24: Calibrating Endemicity Using the Duration of Acquired Immunity Parameter 

 

POPULATION 

The demographic parameters of MDAST dictate the size of the current population in the community, as well as the 

prevailing birth and death rates in that population.  These parameters can impact both long-run dynamics of malaria 

transmission, since a population with a low life-expectancy will have a lower level of acquired immunity.   Population 

growth also directly affects program costs, since maintaining a fixed level of intervention coverage becomes more 

costly as the population grows.  The user also needs to specify the average household size (which affects IRS, since 

that is priced on a per-household basis) and the number of villages in the target area, since that (which affects the 

larviciding, which is priced on a per-village basis). 

Figure 25: Population Parameters in MDAST 
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ECONOMICS 

The economic parameters of the model determine the predicted program costs.  Most of these parameters consist 

of unit costs for the various interventions, e.g. the cost of an LLIN or the cost of a full course of ACTs.  However, a 

slightly different parameter—the discount rate—stands out: This parameter controls how much future benefits and 

costs are worth in today’s dollars.  For example, setting the discount rate to 0.03 means that $1,000 of costs incurred 

one year from now should be valued as $970 of costs in today’s dollars. 

Figure 26: Economic Parameters in MDAST  
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POLICY DECISIONS 

The policy decisions in MDAST correspond to the malaria interventions that are currently part of the model 

underlying the tool.  At a previous point in this QuickStart Guide we have discussed how to access the Policy Decisions 

panel and how to set values for each of the interventions and policy.  Here, we explain how the impacts of each of 

these interventions are modeled in MDAST. 

LONG-LASTING INSECTICIDE TREATED NETS (LLINS)  
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LLINs protect individuals from malaria by providing a physical barrier from Anopheles mosquitoes, as well as by 

repelling and killing mosquitoes through the insecticidal treatment. In MDAST, LLINs work through limiting the rate 

that mosquitoes can bite protected humans, as well through increasing the mortality rate of mosquitoes that are 

attempting to feed on protected humans.  

The LLIN intervention in MDAST consists of the malaria control policy providing them to households through a 

mixture of LLIN distribution modes, such as governmental mass distribution campaigns and voucher programs to 

support LLIN purchase in the retail/private sector.  For the government LLIN campaigns, users can specify a series of 

policy decisions such as frequency/duration of campaigns, number of nets to stock per campaign round relative to 

number of uncovered people, and amount of subsidy for campaign LLINs (i.e. 100% for free distribution). The fraction 

of the uncovered population acquiring an LLIN is determined by a set of parameters, such as price elasticity of LLIN 

demand, average LLIN travel cost to the nearest campaign site, the choke price for LLIN, and subsidized LLIN price 

offered by the government.  Users can also define the duration of awareness activities which are associated with the 

governmental LLIN campaign. 

For the voucher programs through private/retail sector, users can define a fraction of the sticker price of LLIN 

covered by voucher. This fraction can vary between 0 (no assistance from the program in purchasing nets) to 1 (LLINs 

are provided freely to anyone who wants them at the retail store). The rate that households purchase LLINs is 

determined by a set of parameters, such as the price elasticity of LLIN demand, average LLIN travel cost to the nearest 

retail store, and the choke price for LLIN, as well as subsidized retail LLIN price with voucher. All of these parameters 

can be modified by users, but default values are provided based on published research. 

These policy decision variables will estimate the flows of ownership and usage dynamics of LLINs over time through 

multiple distribution systems, combined with various input parameters (malaria burden, demography and 

economics). These outputs of LLIN ownership and usage rates are linked to other modules (e.g. projected cost, 

projected malaria burden, and environmental indicators modules) in determining costs and effectiveness of malaria 

control through LLINs and the size of any negative environmental impacts. 
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Figure 27: LLIN parameters 

  

INDOOR RESIDUAL SPRAYING (IRS) 

IRS prevents malaria by killing and repelling mosquitoes that attempt to rest indoors.  In MDAST the IRS intervention 

works through exactly these channels:  Vectors in sprayed households are more likely to die or be repelled.  As with 

LLINs these effects decay over time, as the insecticides break down.   This rate of decay is controlled via an “IRS half-

life” parameter that can be found under Parameters > Malaria Burden > Intervention Impact.   

When specifying the IRS intervention, the user can control the type of insecticide, the frequency with which it is 

applied, and the fraction of the population covered.  Currently, the 12 insecticides are included – as seen in figure 

28.   These insecticides differ in their residual efficacy (how long their effects last after application), their cost, and 

in their potential to cause mosquito populations to evolve resistance to their effects.  In general DDT effects last 
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longer than the effects from pyrethroids and bendiocarb.   Pyrethroids tend to cost more but be less persistent in 

the environment.  Bendiocarb (as of April 2012) is the most expensive insecticide of the 12, yet for the time being 

poses the least risk of causing insecticide resistance. 

 

Figure 28: IRS options 

 

Background on insecticide resistance in MDAST 

Insecticide resistance is modeled dynamically in MDAST:   The greater the frequency or the higher the coverage level 

of IRS, the faster insecticide resistance will accumulate over the course of the policy horizon.  MDAST explicitly 

models the evolutionary selection of 3 genetic mutations in Anopheles mosquitoes that are known to impart 

resistance to the insecticides included in the tool.  Which mutation imparts resistance to which insecticide is shown 

in Figure 29.  
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Figure 29:  Insecticide resistance 

As summarized by van den Berg [1], the proven ability of vector populations to evolve resistance to the 13 WHOPES-

approved insecticides  presents a major challenge for maintaining reductions in vector-borne diseases, in particular 

malaria, over the long-run.  This section first summarizes the scientific literature on vector resistance to public health 

insecticides, and then discusses ways to incorporate insecticide resistance considerations into a CEA. 

At least two “knockdown resistance” (kdr) mutations, kdr-w (or L1014F) and kdr-e (or L1014S), are known to impart 

simultaneous vector resistance to DDT and all available pyrethroids by blocking these insecticides’ interference with 

voltage-gated sodium channels in synapses [2, 3]. The ace-1-G119S (or ace-1R) mutation in the vector Anopheles 

gambiae confers resistance to both carbamates and organophosphates (such as bendiocarb) through a modification 

of acetylcholinesterase, which is the synapse-regulating enzyme targeted by these insecticides [4].  Another 

mutation associated with the P450 gene translates into an enzyme which permits the metabolism of all  known 

pyrethroids [5], but is not known to cause resistance to DDT. 

Recent studies have examined the “fitness costs” associated with these mutations.  Such costs determine whether 

or not vector susceptibility will return following the suspension of an IRS or LLIN campaign, or the rotation from one 

insecticide to another in IRS. Thus, knowledge of fitness costs is critical in determining the sustainability of these 

interventions.  For each mutation listed in Figure 29 above, MDAST allows the user to specify the magnitude of the 

fitness cost associated with that mutation (and provides best-guess values when the user does not which to enter 

this information).   

 

 

 

 

Insecticide (mode of application) 
Vector has mutation… 

KDR P450 G119S 

Organochlorines 
DDT (IRS) 

 
Resistant   

Pyrethroids 
Lambda cyhalothrin (LLINs and IRS) 

Alpha-cypermethrin (IRS) 
Deltamethrin 

Bifenthrin 
Cyfluthrin 

 

Resistant Resistant  

Carbamates  
Bendiocarb (IRS) 

Propoxur 
 

  Resistant 

Organophosphates  
Malathion (IRS) 

Fenitrothion (IRS) 
Pirmiphos-methyl (IRS) 

  Resistant 
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Figure 30: Specifying fitness costs and evolutionary speed parameters for insecticide resistance dynamics 

 

For the kdr mutations, Okoye et al [6], in a laboratory study, found no statistical evidence that pyrethroid resistance 

in the southern African malaria vector Anopheles funestus was associated with developmental, reproductive, or 

survival related fitness costs.   In other malaria vectors, researchers have found direct and indirect evidence 

consistent with the existence of substantial fitness costs [7-10].  Djogbénou et al. [2]  found substantially lower pupal 

survival rates among Anopheles gambiae mosquitoes possessing the ace-1-G119S mutation.  Sarita, Anita et al [11] 

found large reproductive differences between pyrethroid susceptible and resistant types of the dengue vector Aedes 

aegypti.   In the West Nile vector Culex pipiens, thirty years of data on organophosphate resistance have shown 

substantial fitness costs in terms of survival and reproductivity associated with the G119S mutation [12].  In 

summary, there appears to be evidence that—for some vectors and resistance mutations—insecticide resistance 

can subside over time if the intervention that is causing the resistance is suspended. 

Further knowledge is still needed on how quickly resistance accumulates in a vector population for a given 

intervention at a given level of coverage within the human population.  Resistance to DDT has been reported to 

emerge on the order of decades [13].  In a particularly sobering study, Trape, Tall, et al. [14] find that increasing 

pyrethroid resistance of A. gambiae vectors in Senegal contributed to a rebound of malaria between 2007 and 2010, 

during which the prevalence of the kdr-w mutation increased from 8% to 48%.  But peer-reviewed studies on the 

speed of resistance accumulation remain isolated, and more accurate and precise data are required before 

resistance considerations can be incorporated into CEAs. 

LARVICIDING 

The larviciding intervention consists of applying chemicals to Anopheles mosquito breeding habitat, which tend to 

consist of bodies of standing water.  As with IRS, users can choose the chemical type, coverage level, and frequency 

of application.  And as with IRS and LLINs, the effects of larviciding decline over time if the chemicals are not re-

applied.   As opposed to IRS, however, larviciding is usually performed at a village-level since the intervention targets 

all bodies of water in a given area rather than individual households (as is the case with IRS).  Thus, the level of 
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coverage for larviciding has a different interpretation than with IRS—e.g. the fraction of villages in the community 

that are included in the larvicide program or the fraction of habitat in a given village that is subjected to larviciding. 

MALARIA DIAGNOSTICS: MICROSCOPY AND RAPID-DIAGNOSTIC TESTS 

More accurate diagnosis of supposed malaria cases in MDAST improves the use of a limited drug supply (as 

demonstrated in one of the above examples).  To control the RDT or micrscopy interventions, users specify coverage 

levels using each of these tests for each demographic group.  These coverage levels correspond to the fraction of 

symptomatic malaria episodes which are tested, either with microscopy or RDTs.  In general both microscopy and 

RDTs are very accurate tests, but microscopy tends to be more so and subsequently more costly.  MDAST includes 

parameters which quantify the probability of a false-positive and false-negative for each of these tests. 

The key parameter related to RDT efficacy is the not-so-concisely named “Yearly incidence of malaria-like symptoms 

which are not malaria.”  In effect this parameter is quantifying cases that are not malaria but will diagnosed as such 

unless they are tested.  It is described in more detail above. 

ANTIMALARIAL DRUGS: SP AND ACT 

Two types of drugs are currently included in MDAST:  Sulfadoxine-pyramethamine (SP) and Artemisinin-based 

combination therapies (ACTs).  Both of these drugs improve health outcomes in the model by reducing the duration 

of an episode of malaria.  They also provide a prophylactic period for treated individuals who recover from an 

episode.  In general SP is less expensive than ACT, but also tends to be less effective than ACT in terms of the 

likelihood of a treated individual recovering from an episode.  However, SP has a longer prophylactic period than 

ACT.4 

Users can control the coverage levels for each drug, indexed by demographic group and by individuals’ test status 

(see description of diagnostics above).  The coverage levels correspond to the fraction of symptomatic cases within 

that demographic group and who have that test status who administered drugs.   

RESULTS 

The main results module in MDAST groups output by Malaria Burden, Projected Costs, Environmental Indicators, 

Program metrics, and Scenario-specific results.  All of the output shown in this module compares the three policy 

alternatives with one another and the Current Interventions. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 31: The Results Submodules in MDAST 

                                                                 
4In future releases MDAST will include a model of antimalarial resistance evolution, which is a highly relevant challenge in sub-Saharan Africa. 
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Observe in Figure 31 that there are number of measures of malaria burden that the user may view.   In particular, 

note that MDAST provides information on malaria cases (symptomatic) in general, as well as information on number 

and incidence of severe (complicated) malaria cases.  MDAST also calculates estimates of the number of deaths over 

the Policy Horizon which are attributable to malaria infection.  The intuition behind these calculations is as follows:  

The longer an individual’s malaria symptoms last the more likely their illness is to transition to a severe case. 

Subsequently, the longer a severe case lasts, the more likely that individual is to die as a result of their illness. Vector 

control limits the incidence of severe cases by reducing or interrupting disease transmission, thus limiting the 

recruitment of additional patent cases which may become severe. Drug therapy (and prompt and effective 

healthcare more generally) limits incidence of severe cases by limiting the expected duration of illness, thus limiting 

the likelihood that a symptomatic case becomes severe illness.  The rates of transition (from nonsevere to severe, 

and from severe to death) are parameters which the advanced user may input based on their knowledge of their 

health care setting (Figure 32); the default values for these parameters are based on estimates used by Lubbell, 

Reyburn, et al. [15].  Intuitively, the number of severe cases is less than the number of total cases, and the number 

of deaths is less than the number of severe cases.   

Different measures of disease burden can show a quite different situation in terms of intervention effectiveness. 

Figure 33 shows this for an example of ACT scale-up (Policy 1=25% ACT Coverage, Policy 2=50%, Policy 3=75%).  

The top two panels show the incidence for all cases in monthly terms (top-left) and severe cases in yearly terms 

(top-right):  While increasing ACT coverage leads to lower severe cases over time, it actually leads to higher 

uncomplicated cases, according to the tool.  The reason for this, in the model, is that ACTs shorten the duration of 

infection and thus more quickly returns infected individuals to uninfected status, where they are open to new 

infection.  Nevertheless, because ACTs make the average case much shorter in duration, fewer severe cases (and 

deaths) arise as ACTs are scaled up.  The bottom two panels of the figure show severe cases and deaths over time 

for the different policies in terms of the total population (in this example, 1 million) rather than incidence.  We see 

that roughly one third of severe cases in this example result in death.  In general, this ratio depends on how 

effective the local health system is at handling severe malaria cases (e.g. via quinine IV).  The user can reflect her 

beliefs in this regard by changing the parameters in Figure 32. 
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Figure 32: Specifying transition rates for severe cases and deaths 

 

Figure 33: Uncomplicated cases, severe cases, and deaths – incidence and totals 

 

 

Note that any indicator can be viewed in a variety of formats, depending on the user’s need for visualizing the level 

of uncertainty for a given indicator.  The format of the output can be changed from the top left-hand corner of a 

given plot, as shown below. 

 

Figure 34: Changing the Output Format 
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To access more detailed output for a specific policy alternative or for the Current Interventions (e.g. for parameter 

calibration), open the “Scenario-specific results” module, and then open one of the Policy Alternative or Current 

Intervention submodules.  Each of these submodules has its own Results menu. 

Figure 35: Accessing Additional Output for Each Policy Alternative 
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SCIENTIFIC REFERENCES 

Below is a bibliography with the key academic papers that were used in the development of MDAST.  These papers 

either informed the model structure in MDAST, or informed parameter values.  It should be pointed out that the 

structure of the underlying transmission model is heavily based on Griffin, Hollingsworth, et al. (2010), and we 

recommend users look at this paper to understand many of the details of MDAST. 
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PARAMETER DESCRIPTIONS  

MALARIA BURDEN 

VECTOR ECOLOGY PARAMETERS 

A.  RECRUITMENT AND MORTALITY 

1. Mean baseline vector recruitment per person per year (pppy) 

*Note this has to be greater than median vector recruitment per person.*  The values in this table, along 

with the median recruitment in the above table, dictate the number of female mosquitoes emerging per 

person per year for each of the 3 major malaria-transmitting species, *in the absence of vector control 

such as larviciding.* The user must specify these numbers, since they vary dramatically from one location 

to another.  The higher these numbers are the faster malaria is transmitted, and in general the more 

infected people there are in the population (although human immunity dynamics can moderate this 

effect).  Random variation in vector recruitment is allowed for in MDAST:  The larger the spread between 

the mean and median vector recruitment, the more randomness there is. 

2. Median baseline vector recruitment per person per year (pppy) *Note this has to be less than mean 

vector recruitment per person.* The values in this table, along with the mean recruitment in the above 

table, dictate the number of female mosquitoes emerging per person per year for each of the 3 major 

malaria-transmitting species, *in the absence of vector control such as larviciding.* The user must specify 

these numbers, since they vary dramatically from one location to another.  The higher these numbers are 

the faster malaria is transmitted, and in general the more infected people there are in the population 

(although human immunity dynamics can moderate this effect).  Random variation in vector recruitment 

is allowed for in MDAST:  The larger the spread between the mean and median vector recruitment, the 

more randomness there is. 

3. Baseline vector mortality (fraction dying per day) 

B. FEEDING CYCLE 

1. Human blood index prior to intervention (proportion fed on humans) 

Proportion of engorged mosquitoes with human blood.  From Griffin, J. T., T. D. Hollingsworth, et al. 

(2010). "Reducing Plasmodium falciparum Malaria Transmission in Africa: A Model-Based Evaluation of 

Intervention Strategies." PLoS Med 7(8): e1000324.  

INTERVENTION IMPACT PARAMETERS 

A. TREATMENT 

1. Mean duration of malaria episode,  ACT-treated (days) 
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2. Mean duration of malaria episode, SP-treated (days) 

From Griffin, J. T., T. D. Hollingsworth, et al. (2010). "Reducing Plasmodium falciparum Malaria 

Transmission in Africa: A Model-Based Evaluation of Intervention Strategies." PLoS Med 7(8): e1000324. 

B. DIAGNOSTICS 

1. Yearly incidence of malaria-like symptoms which are not malaria (per 1k) 

This is the number of malaria-like cases per year per 1K members of the population (indexed by 

demographic group).  By malaria-like, we mean a case (e.g., of fever) which would be presumptively 

diagnosed as malaria in the absence of testing, but which is not actually malaria.  This parameter is highly 

context specific, as it depends on the prevalence of other diseases and the quality of the health system.  

This parameter is important because it determines the impact of testing:  The higher the incidence of 

malaria-like fevers, the more testing is needed to determine which cases require malaria drugs. 

C. INDOOR RESIDUAL SPRAYING (IRS) 

1. Half-life of IRS effects (days) 

For DDT and lambda-cyahlothrin, see Griffin, J. T., T. D. Hollingsworth, et al. (2010). "Reducing 

Plasmodium falciparum Malaria Transmission in Africa: A Model-Based Evaluation of Intervention 

Strategies." PLoS Med 7(8): e1000324.For bendiocarb, see: 

1. Akogbeto, M., et al., Bendiocarb, a potential alternative against pyrethroid resistant Anopheles 

gambiae in Benin, West Africa. Malaria Journal, 2010. 9(1): p. 204. 

2. Maharaj, R., et al., The Residual Life of Bendiocarb: A Field-Based Evaluation from Mozambique. Journal 

of Medical Entomology, 2004. 41(1): p. 130-132. 

2. Surface area in average household’s dwelling (square m) 

This parameter determines how much insecticide is applied in each round of IRS. Note that this does not 

currently figure into the per household IRS costs, only into the calculations about the amount (in kg) of 

product used per household, per round in IRS. 

D. LARVICIDING (PARAMETER VALUES NOT AVAILABLE) 

1.  Initial percent reduction in vector recruitment from larviciding 

Initial reduction in vector recruitment in percent terms, immediately following larviciding. Awaiting input 

from NIH experiment. 

2. Half-life of larviciding effects (days) 

Awaiting input from NIH experiment. 

E. LONG-LASTING INSECTICIDE-TREATED NETS (LLINS) 

See Economics > LLIN Supply/Demand Parameters below 

POPULATION 

Demographic Parameters 

1. Population by age cohort  

Inserted by users for the target area.  This is the number of individuals in the target area belonging to 
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each of the demographic cohorts considered in MDAST-- children under5, pregnant women, and everyone 

else (i.e. "Adults"). 

2. Birth rate (per 1k per year) 

Must be entered by user.  Crude birth rate: Births per 1K members of the population (men and women). 

3. Deaths (per 1k per year) 

Inserted by users for the target area.  This is the death rate for each of the demographic cohorts 

considered in MDAST-- children under5, pregnant women, and everyone else (i.e. "Adults"). 

4. Average HH Size 

The average number of people in each household. It only factors into the cost calculations for IRS, since 

the unit costs of IRS are inputted as USD per household per round. Thus, for total costs, the total number 

of covered households is required, which equals the total population divided by the average household, 

multiplied by the IRS coverage rate. 

5. Total number of villages in target area 

 

ECONOMIC PARAMETERS 

LLIN SUPPLY/DEMAND PARAMETERS 

A. GOVERMMENT SUPPLY PARAMETERS 

1. Unit cost of government LLINs (USD per LLIN) 

Unit cost facing the government for stocking LLINs 

Geographic area 

B. RETAIL SUPPLY PARAMETERS 

1. Unit cost of retail LLINs (USD per LLIN) 

2. Household travel costs 

3. Retail distribution points per sqr km (Number per sqr km) 

C. INFORMATION & AWARENESS COMPAIGN 

1. Cost per day of campaign 

2.  Percent increase in LLIN use from awareness campaign 

This quantity dictates how effective the awareness campaign is at improving the use of LLINs that 

households already own. (among owners) 

D. DEMAND PARAMETERS 

1. Increase in LLIN demand from awareness campaign 

This parameter quantifies the impact of an LLIN awareness campaign. For this model, it is assumed that 

the effect of the awareness campaign lasts only for the duration of the campaign. The parameter is 

expressed in terms of the fractional increase in price elasticity of demand due to awareness campaign. For 

example, if awareness campaigns increase demand by 1 among the exposed, the LLIN demand will 

approximately double during the campaigns.  
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2. Price elasticity of demand for LLINs without campaign 

This parameter quantifies how LLIN demand responds to changes in prices. It is the percentage change in 

demand over a small interval of time, given a 1% percent change in price.  The default parameter value is 

calibrated to fit results from a field experiment in Kenya described by Cohen, J. and P. Dupas (2010). "Free 

Distribution or Cost-Sharing? Evidence from as Randomized Malaria Prevention Experiment." Quarterly 

Journal of Economics 125(1): 1-45. 

3. Price above which households will not purchase LLINs (USD) 

This is the price above which demand for LLINs is zero. Also known as choke price.  The default parameter 

value is calibrated to fit results from a field experiment in Kenya described by Cohen, J. and P. Dupas 

(2010). "Free Distribution or Cost-Sharing? Evidence from as Randomized Malaria Prevention 

Experiment." Quarterly Journal of Economics 125(1): 1-45. 

4. Average LLIN life (years) 

This is average number of years that an LLIN will last before expiring. 

5. LLIN use among owners (no campaign) (%) 

This is the percentage of LLIN owners who actually user their LLINs regularly, in the absence of an 

awareness campaign. 

 

IRS COSTS 

1. Organochlorates 

DDT (USD per round per HH) 

2. Carbamates 

Bendiocarb (USD per round per HH) 

Propoxur (USD per round per HH) 

3.  Pyrethroids 

Lambda cyhalothrin (USD per round per HH) 

Alpha-cypermethrin (USD per round per HH) 

Bifenthrin (USD per round per HH) 

Cyfluthrin (USD per round per HH) 

Deltamethrin (USD per round per HH) 

Etofenprox (USD per round per HH) 

4. Organophosphates 

Malathion (USD per round per HH) 

Fenitrothion (USD per round per HH) 

Pirimiphos-methyl (USD per round per HH) 

 

LARVICIDING COSTS 

1. Table of larviciding unit costs (USD per ha per round) 

2. Average area per village for larviciding (hectares) 

This refers to the number of hectares in the average village on which the larvicide will be applied. This 

number is for rough calculations only. When setting this value, consider factors such as seasonality in 

mosquito habitat (i.e. changes from wet to dry season), and the intra-annual timing of the larvicide 

campaigns.) 
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TREATMENT AND DIAGNOSTICS COSTS 

1. Cost of Microscopy (USD per test) 

2. Cost of RDT (UDS per test) 

3. Cost of ACT (USD per adult dose) 

4. Cost of SP (USD per adult dose) 

5. Overhead & personnel treat. costs (USD per patient per day) 

RESULTS 

PROJECTED MALARIA BURDEN 

A. MONTHLY INCIDENCE OF MALARIA 

1. Incidence in total population (cases per 1k per month) 

2. Incidence in pregnant women (cases per 1k per month) 

3. Incidence in children under 5 (cases per 1k per month) 

B. SEVERE CASES OF MALARIA 

4. Severe case incidence total pop (cases per 1K per year) 

5. Severe case incidence preg women (cases per 1K per year) 

6. Severe case incidence, under 5 (cases per 1K per year) 

7. Severe cases per year total pop (cases per year) 

8. Severe cases per year, preg women (cases per year) 

9. Severe cases per year, under 5 (cases per year) 

C. MALARIA-ATTRIBUTABLE DEATHS 

10. Malaria deaths, total pop (deaths per year) 

11. Malaria deaths, preg women (deaths per year) 

12. Malaria deaths, under 5 (deaths per year) 

13. Average deaths per year 

D. DALY DUE TO MALARIA 

14. Disability adjusted lifeyears lost due to malaria (undiscounted) 

15. Disability adjusted lifeyears lost due to malaria (discounted)  

E. AVOIDED MALARIA RELATIVE TO CURRENT INTERVENTIONS 

16. Avoided severe cases (avg per year) 

17. Avoided deaths (avg per year) 

18. Avoided DALYs (avg per year) 

PROJECTED COSTS  

A. PROGRAM COSTS 
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1. Program costs of vector control (USD per person per year) 

2. Program costs of disease management (USD per person per year) 

3. Total program costs (USD per person per year) 

4. Present value program costs, annualized (USD per year) 

5. Program cost relative to Current Interventions (USD per year) 

B. ECONOMIC COSTS 

6. Economic costs of vector control (USD per person per year) 

7. Economic costs of disease management (USD per person per year) 

8. Total economic costs (USD per person per year) 

9. Present value economic costs, annualized 

10. Economic cost relative to Current Interventions 

C. COST-EFFECTIVENESS 

11. Program cost per severe case averted (USD per case) 

12. Program cost per death averted (USD per death) 

13. Program cost per DALY averted (USD per DALY) 

ENVIRONMENTAL INDICATORS 

1. Average yearly insecticide use (kg per year) 

2. Average yearly larvicide use (kg per year) 

3. LLIN disposal (kg per year) 

PROGRAM METRICS 

A. LLIN OWNERSHIP AND USE 

1. Average age of LLINs (years) 

2. Net ownership rate (fraction pop. Owning) 

3. LLIN disposal (nets per year) 

4. Government LLIN stock (nets) 
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MDAST STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT 

While an individual can use MDAST on his or her own, the full potential of the tool will be realized when used 

collaboratively by multiple policymakers and across sectors. Stakeholders were actively engaged in the tool 

development process, and continued opportunities for intersectoral collaboration exist in the dissemination of the 

tool. 

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT IN TOOL DEVELOPMENT 

The project has actively engaged key stakeholders across a range of sectors and levels in all three project countries 

in the development of MDAST through a variety of mechanisms including interviews, surveys, workshops, and 

consultations. Stakeholder engagement activities include the August 2010 MDAST Stakeholder Workshops, the 

MDAST Stakeholder Survey (August 2010), MDAST webinar consultations with key project partners (April – June, 

2011), expert consultations with NMCP staff, in-country partners, and other experts (August, 2011), the External 

Mid-Term Evaluation Report and Review (August – September, 2011), April 2012 MDAST Workshop and Training 

Sessions, and Regional Steering Committee Meetings. Conducted throughout the duration of the project, these 

activities allowed for the prioritization of revisions and further developments to the tool deemed necessary to 

meeting users’ expectations and needs.  The 2010 and 2012 stakeholder workshops were especially important to 

the development of MDAST as described briefly below.  

In August 2010, during the first year of tool development, a stakeholder workshop was held in each of the three 

participant countries. Stakeholder workshops were organized by collaborators based in each of the project countries 

(at the Vector Control Division in Uganda, the Division of Malaria Control in Kenya, and the National Institute of 

Medical Research in Tanzania) as well as collaborators at Duke University, the University of Pretoria, and the WHO. 

Relevant ministries within government including health, environment and agriculture, as well as representatives of 

district level governments, where appropriate, were invited to participate in the stakeholder workshops.  In addition, 

participation was sought from other relevant organizations.  During the workshops, participants learned about the 

MDAST project, engaged in creating influence diagrams on malaria control policy to inform the tool, and discussed 

the research agenda and opportunities for inter-sectoral collaboration on malaria control in their countries. Finally, 

workshop leaders presented a prototype MDAST and participants offered their feedback and advice on the tool and 

its development, including features they considered important. The MDAST development team took into full 

consideration the input from the key stakeholder workshops discussions. In addition, a stakeholder survey 

administered to participants at the August 2010 workshops gathered information on stakeholder knowledge and 

perspectives on national malaria control decision making, criteria and indicators for policy decisions, and malaria 

control strategies. The results from the survey were analyzed and incorporated into the further development of the 

tool.  

The April 2012 MDAST workshop and training sessions held in each project country had great success in further 

engaging a range of stakeholders in the review and initial use of the tool, raising enthusiasm for MDAST as well as 

eliciting further valuable feedback on the model from its targeted potential users. The aim of these workshops was 

to demonstrate, train, and gain expert feedback on MDAST from key stakeholders in order to assess the model and 

strategies for its dissemination and implementation. The workshops were well-attended by a range of key 

stakeholders from various organizations who engaged in lively discussions throughout each of the workshops, 

contributing valuable feedback drawn from their knowledge and expertise. Workshop participants also responded 

to feedback questionnaires at the conclusion of each main session and training session. Feedback from the 
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workshops and the results of the evaluation questionnaires were fully considered by the MDAST team in assessing 

priorities for refinement of the model as well as implementation and dissemination strategies.  

The rich feedback from key stakeholders to-date has presented many opportunities to further refine the tool 

according to an enhanced understanding of the situation on the ground as well as the needs of its anticipated users. 

The information gained through these varied forms of stakeholder involvement has been essential to the process of 

appropriately refining the MDAST model so that it can better address the full range of health, social, and 

environmental risks and benefits associated with alternative malaria control strategies according to an enhanced 

understanding of the situation on the ground as well as the needs of its anticipated users. It is also important to note 

that the process of gaining and incorporating stakeholder feedback has not only been essential to strengthening the 

model itself, but has also been instrumental in building understanding and a sense of ownership of the tool among 

key in-country decision-makers – its targeted users.  

 

 


